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Is there something BIG you've always wanted to do, but it feels so overwhelming you don't know where to
start? Many of us have a secret adventure we've dreamed of that we believe our finances & our situation make
impossible to achieve. With tongue in cheek analogies using the best adventure stories, Finance Action Hero:
Mission Possible challenges that thinking by providing you with a strong foundation for getting things done,
no matter what your situation. After training you in all the key Action Hero skills - including taking inventory,
staking out a target and brainstorming an action plan - you will also be given the tools to confidently bring in
the experts when you need them. After a few final words of wisdom (that's what mentors are for in action
movies, right?) we send you out to attack financial missions you never imagined possible armed with an
arsenal of insider tips and your own gut instinct. What You Will Learn in Finance Action Hero How to enjoy
life and embark on new things without needing to create a budget How to manage your money rather than it
manage you The Budgeting Basics no-one ever told you: change your behaviour first! How to create an
"Adventure Fund" that's ready for any great opportunity that might come up in life Why a financial budget
gets you nowhere without a goal in sight How to choose your OWN adventure, not the one society has in mind
for you Learn how to count your Treasure & collect more of it Techniques to build a team around you ready to
implement the first mission in your adventure plan And much more! A Sneak Peak Inside CHAPTER 1
Introduction - How Action Heroes can be our inspiration to take charge of our money stuff and tips on how to
get the most out of the book. CHAPTER 2 Your Mission should you choose to accept it - including tips on
goal setting and what makes an achievable financial adventure. CHAPTER 3 It Starts with You - insights into
how to develop and trust your instincts along with gain insight into how you relate to money. CHAPTER 4

Take Inventory - learn the long lost art of taking inventory, and where to find your hidden treasure!
CHAPTER 5 Stake out your Target - do you really know your goal and all the ins and outs of getting there?
Embrace your inner researcher and take out all the guess work of planning. CHAPTER 6 Create an Action
Plan - use your research to pull together a kick arse plan of attack to reach your first financial goal. CHAPTER
7 What's your plan B? - learn to prepare for the ‘wrinkles’ that might occur during your mission and take the
fear out of getting started.

